Modeling of acoustic penetration into sandy sediments: physical and geometrical aspects.
Two different approaches to the problem of acoustic penetration into sandy marine sediments are considered: application of the Buckingham constitutive model for sediment with a plane surface and boundary element analysis of a rough surface of sediment represented as a homogeneous fluid. By a careful modeling of the constitutive behavior for plane seafloors, it is possible to partly reproduce some features of known experimental dependencies for acoustical pressure. However, accounting for roughness appears to be more important. Accordingly, the authors present a detailed numerical analysis of penetration into rough sediments using the boundary element method. The simulation results support conclusions reached by other investigators and demonstrate how local surface irregularities violate the evanescence condition that holds for a plane interface at subcritical incidence, thus considerably increasing penetration. The results apply to the frequency range 0.5-50 kHz and grazing angles larger than approximately 6 degrees -8 degrees at 10-50 kHz. For lower frequencies, when diffraction becomes important, the lowest possible grazing angle strongly depends on the range covered by the incident beam and is, in general, considerably larger. The authors provide several characteristic examples with frequencies 5 and 15 kHz and grazing angles 15 degrees -30 degrees illustrating the impact of roughness on penetration.